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MAY 2022 

Monday 6th June: Two Lathe Turn-in 

Monday 4th July: Ron Caddy: Pen Making 

Monday 1st August: Great Turning: Gary Rance 

Advance notice of the H.W.A. SUMMER CHALLENGE. 

This summer’s Club Competition will be held on the September 

5th meeting, and the Challenge is for you to make 

ANYTHING…. Anything that you’d like to make can be entered 

into the competition, the only proviso is that it MUST not be 

bigger than 150x150mm in size. There will be a piece of card 

with a 150x150mm hole cut in it that your entry MUST fit 

through. If it don’t fit in the hole – it ain’t in the competition! 

For the May meeting there was a total of 31 members in 

attendance, plus 1 visitor. It was really good to see a number of 

members return for the first time since Covid lockdown, so 

hopefully we are now getting back to normal. 

 It was another very relaxed meeting that was hosted by our 

guest turner Bryan Milham who did a brilliant demo that he 

titled ‘Beyond Colour’.  

Bryan is a very experienced and interesting turner who 

demonstrated to us his methods of bringing ‘life, colour and 

texture’ to his work by using very accessible items that most of 

us have in our homes. 

Bryan’s interest evolved from his collection of home ceramics 

and glass ornament pieces which he would sometimes take one 

into his workshop and try to reproduce in wood He would then 

try to understand why it worked in those mediums but looked 

completely wrong when turned in wood, and what he felt 

needed to be done to 'make it work'. 

He also realised that textures could easily be created in wet clay 

and applied as a decoration on some ceramics. This made him 

wonder if the same method could be used in his woodturning 

workshop.  

Using ‘wet’ clay requires a protracted drying time and as this 

was to be a live demo, some of the materials were set aside to 

allow for 'drying time' and returned to at various times 

throughout the evening.  

Bryan started the demo by discussing personal safety in the 

workshop. He forcefully reminded us that most woodturning is 

done ‘solo’ in the workshop, so if we have an accident there is 

nobody to help us, so personal safety is paramount, ALWAYS 

think about your own safety All of the time. 

He started by turning a 

simple bowl from an Ash 

blank and turned an 

ogee and a mortice for 

the chuck, this was then 

roughly sanded using his 

preferred method of 

‘hook and loop’ sandpaper attached to thin strips of MDF. He 

only wanted this roughly sanded to 120 grit as he intended to 

texture it, so he lightly ‘keyed’ the surface so he could paint the 

outside of the bowl with GESSO. 

Gesso is a thick white paint that has been used for generations 

as a grain filler, a non-absorbent base for paint, a method of 

building up additional material to enable relief for carving and 

as a base for gilding, as in rococo mirrors and picture frames. 

It can also be used to good effect on a badly placed knot to 

cover it and create a 'cartouche' or small decorative panel, 

hence saving a nice piece of timber that otherwise might have 

been ignored or not used. 

Bryan thickly coated the 

bowl with Gesso and then 

used a dog comb and some 

bamboo skewers to ‘scarify’ 

the wet Gesso, this created 

thick lines on the paint as 

he rotated the piece in the lathe by hand. 

After the Gesso had been allowed to set slightly, the bowl was 

returned to the lathe. 

Bryan then produced a 

‘Spray Diffuser’ which when 

the end is placed into spirit 

stain or inks and blown 

through acts as a venturi 

and propels the colour over 

the Gesso. The colour was 

chosen from Chestnut 

product Spirit Stain range. 

Later again, after the colour and Gesso had dried, the bowl was 

returned to the lathe for the last time and given a very light 

sanding to level the relief scratches and allow some of the 

white from the Gesso to show though, lightening the overall 

effect. 

This bowl was not hollowed out by Bryan as he was showing us 

his ‘techniques’ rather than his woodturning abilities, so it was 

more of a very interesting ‘demonstration’ piece. 
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The second colouring demo of the evening was to be a 

decorated vase, and 

for this he selected a 

10inch x 3inch 

Sycamore blank 

which he turned to 

round using a ½ inch 

roughing gouge, then 

faced the front, and created a tenon for the chuck. Having 

brought the blank down to 'almost round', Bryan then switched 

to the Skew, a tool he loves to use, and is an expert in. 

Bryan had a pre-drawn line down the centre of the length of his 

1" skew. He proceeded to slowly turn the rest of the shape, 

allowing the camera to watch the cutting point, showing that it 

was always below the line drawn, as identified by where the 

shavings were coming off the tool. 

He explained that if you allowed the cutting point on the skew 

to move above his drawn line, which is the fulcrum, the tool will 

overbalance and allow the toe (long point) to drop and catch 

the wood uncontrollably, causing a sudden dig in! 

He went on to say that if you wanted to learn the skew, then 

you should practice by just straight ‘planing’ timber with it at 

first, slowly building up to long sweeping shapes like ogees. 

Beads and other shapes could all come later, once you were 

able to handle the skew as it was intended, as the 'turners’ 

plane.' 

Having achieved his desired shape, Bryan then sanded the 

outside of the vase to 320 grit. 

He also showed the sanding system he uses. It is based upon 

the Simon Hope Inertia Sander, Bryan uses 2" & 3" heads from 

the automotive industry instead of those that come with the 

system, as he finds they last much longer and are considerably 

cheaper. 

Bryan then 

selected an area of 

the vase to reduce 

in diameter. Again, 

using his skew, he 

cut in at both 

marks......and 

using the skew reduced the radius by 3mm, all around between 

the cuts. 

Bryan then masked off the remainder of the vase using painters 

masking tape and 

kitchen towel. The 

exposed area was then 

heated, he explained 

that the next stage 

involved Hot Melt Glue 

(HMG) and that the glue 

adhered better if the wood was hot when it was applied. 

Hot Melt Glue was then drizzled randomly all over the exposed 

wooden area, also allowing it to drift onto the masked off area 

slightly. He said there 

were only two things 

difficult about this 

part; making the 

drizzled glue pattern 

look random and 

having to keep pulling 

the trigger of the HMG gun. Once the HMG was cooled, he 

sprayed the whole area with Ebonising lacquer. 

Then using a gold gilt 

cream, Bryan applied a 

small amount to the 

back of his 'left hand' 

and use the pad of his 

right index finger to 

lightly brush over the 

HMG, so that the gilt cream picked out both the higher, and the 

larger areas between the glue runs. 

If you used the cream straight from the pot you would have too 

much on your finger, and when applying it to the HMG it would 

cause an excessive amount to be smeared and make a mess of 

the design. 

Once all the HMG was coated to his 

satisfaction, he again used his skew to 

cut into the corners of the masked area 

to cut through any HMG that did cross 

onto the tape. Bryan then removed the 

tape and masking paper and took the 

vase from the chuck. Although the 

vase is a simple shape, and as yet 

unfinished, the decorated area stands 

out well against the plainness of the 

timber and provides enough 

decoration to turn the bland wood of 

the vase into something more attractive. 
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The second part of the evening Bryan used pre-prepared 

blanks. 

This was created from some of his ceramic collection and how 

Bryan has used these pieces to expand and develop some of his 

decorating methods used on his turnings. 

Not all of the effects he's experimented with have yet found a 

purpose or use in his decorative repertoire but were shown 

here as examples of different techniques that some members 

might find useful. 

The first was a wide rimmed Top Hat shaped bowl that had 

been coated in Gesso. 

Bryan got a flat board 

onto which he dropped 

spots of different 

coloured acrylic paints. 

He then got a wide flat 

paintbrush and dabbed 

it into one of the spots 

of paint, and with the top hat held in the lathe, he painted 

randomly placed lines of different colours, blends of colours 

and thicknesses in concentric circles by slowly turning the lathe 

by hand. 

Bryan had deliberately left some of the Gesso showing 

between his painted lines, to give contrast and a visually 

pleasing display of colour. 

When dry this would be sealed with a coat of two of Satin 

lacquer sealer. 

Here was another pleasing piece that used a technique that 

was largely untried by most of us. 

His next demonstration 

was with a ‘flying saucer’ 

shaped platter that he had 

previously prepared and 

decorated around the rim 

with Jo Sonja Iridescent 

paints. 

When he’d made this 

piece, he noted that a few areas were visible where the paint 

had not taken properly and so the platter had become a 

demonstration piece. 

The inner area of bowl had a type of PVA glue applied, in this 

instance it was 'Aleene's High Tack Glue' as it has a faster drying 

time than standard PVA which allowed for the demo to 

progress faster.  

Bryan stated that standard 

PVA or Aliphatic (Yellow) 

glue can also be used. The 

glue was spread evenly and 

thinly all over the inner 

bowl area. Bryan then 

produced a pot of ‘Gilding 

Flakes’ which is similar to 

Gold or Metal leaf but that 

comes in smaller pieces. 

He used his finger to pick up a few at a time and place them 

onto the glued surface and 

dabbed them onto the glue 

and continued until the 

whole inner surface of the 

bowl was covered. 

He stated that any areas 

that were missed could be 

finished with another small 

amount of glue and 

covered with more flakes. 

Once the inner bowl was coated, it has to be left for the glue to 

fully dry before it can be burnished by using a smooth item such 

as the back of a paint brush handle or a spoon to give an almost 

Gold-Leaf appearance, or lightly brushed to give a pleasing but 

shiny but irregular surface. 

However, you chose to finish the surface, it MUST be sealed 

with a spray varnish. This is because the metal flakes can, and 

will, tarnish over time if left exposed to the atmosphere. 

The last technique of the evening involved the use of 'DAS Air 

Drying Polymer Clay', this clay is pressed onto the bowl’s rim in 

a thick layer, or as thick as would be needed for the decoration 

to be applied, and then smoothed. 

Bryan had brought 

along one of his 

ceramic pots and 

explained that he 

wanted a way to 

replicate the same 

relief shapes 

without having to do 

heavy carving into the wood. 

Air Drying clay does not shrink like organic clay and therefore is 

very suitable for applying to wood where some sort of texture 

or decoration is wanted. But you must accept that the clay 
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would need to be painted or decorated to cover and hide the 

clay. 

Bryan informed us that according to the instructions, once 

exposed to the air, it dries in 24 hours for pieces up to 1cm 

thick. 

Another method of decorating is to apply an embossed design 

to the clay using leather workers punches. 

By experimentation, and the 

use of some of his wife’s 

craft tools, Bryan had found 

that the clay could be 

pressed into various moulds, 

such as a silicon cake icing 

mould, and allowed to 

harden. The set clay could 

then be removed and 

pressed into fresh clay or 

applied directly to the turned item as a specific decoration. 

Bryan has found that unlike earthenware pots and vases, 

wooden items do not seem to be able to handle thick clay 

designs applied to them, as the wood will always expand and 

contract slightly with variations in atmospheric conditions, 

causing some degree of cracking in the design due to 

‘movement’ of the wood. 

The Rose decorated bowl (shown above) was created using 

very thin polymer clay to create the roses and leaves which 

were subsequently painted and attached to the bowl with 

superglue. 

HWA at the Sholing Valley Fayre 

On Saturday 19th May the four “Gouge-Eaters”, AKA Mike 

Haselden, Phil Hewitt, Stuart Morgan, and I attended the 

Sholing Valley Spring Fayre, which took place in the Millers 

Pond Nature Reserve at Sholing, near Southampton. 

We took with us some of our own equipment, including two 

lathes, a pile of assorted pieces of differing types of wood, 

some tools, and a club banner. We set up our woodturning 

station and started turning, very soon we were centre of 

attention making spinning tops, mushrooms, tee lights, 

toadstools, and even a couple of small bowls. 

We had a lot of interest in our pre-made items and a few of 

them were sold. Mike's wife bought one item for their great 

grandson who was unaware it was made by great grandad 

Mike. 

Best of all, we had 4 or 5 interested chaps looking to come 

along to our HWA meetings on a Monday night and see what 

we are about. So, all in all a good day was had by everyone, we 

even had a surprise visit from our Chairman Pete Broadbent 

and his daughter, he got so wrapped up with what was going 

on at our workstation that we had a job to get rid of him in the 

end! 

The only disappointing aspect was the lack of members turning 

up to support a very good cause in trying to promote the club 

and increase our membership. The more members we can 

recruit the better so that a higher standard of entertainment at 

club nights can be achieved.  

Richard Bray 

 

Many thanks to the four “Gouge-Eaters” who took part and 

who helped to make it a very successful day. 

TERRYS TOP TIPS 

“All finishes are food safe once they are dry” . It's beyond me 

how anyone can think this is the case. I've written at length in 

the past that there's no proper test for food safety for coatings 

for timber. How I wish there was. But logic would suggest that 

if all products are food safe, they would also be toy safe - if you 

can store, prepare, and eat food from them, stuff you actually 

ingest, then it shouldn't matter if a child licks or chews them. 

(Remembering, of course, that nothing for children should be 

small enough for them to put in their mouth and potentially 

swallow or, probably worse, choke on). So, what's the point of 

having a test (the EN71 Part 3 regulations) that covers this? 

Answer: because not all coatings are toy safe, so they simply 

can't be food safe! 

Also, have you ever walked into a house and smelled fresh 

paint? Whilst not always unpleasant, there's a definite odour. 

Coatings planned for food contact should have an organoleptic 

test - basically, to make sure that they don't taint food, by either 

changing their smell or the taste.  
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(Our Food Safe Finish is a pharmaceutical grade oil with no taste 

or smell). 

So, it's always best to check the claims being made, and exactly 

how they are backed up.  

My first question and answer this week is really an 'after 

finishing' question. What should be done with cloths, brushes, 

containers etc used for applying our more volatile products 

(mainly the cellulose ones) after use? The can says to dispose 

of them according to local regulations, a stock phrase we have 

to (by law) include but it is, sadly, not terribly helpful. Trying to 

find these 'local regulations' is not always easy. 

So informed common sense is the answer. The requirements 

for special disposal only really apply to product that is still wet. 

Otherwise, imagine how difficult it would be taking some old 

shelving or tables to the refuse centre! If the product has been 

poured into another container for application, any unused 

liquid should, ideally, be carefully returned to the original can. 

If this isn't possible, or if it is contaminated, it should be allowed 

to dry before being put in the rubbish. The addition of some 

sawdust or shavings to soak it up will help here. 

If brushes haven't been cleaned, they should be allowed to dry 

thoroughly, in a well-ventilated area, before being disposed of. 

The same will apply to any cloths used for application. 

Another interesting question that came in this week concerned 

some Cellulose Sanding Sealer that had dried with white 

streaks in it. The sealer was being used on some very absorbent 

plywood and had been thinned so that it soaked in and 

stabilised the wood. Having had experience of this sort of thing 

before, I politely asked for pictures of the products used. As 

suspected, the thinners wasn't ours, and on further 

investigation, it was obvious that whilst it would work in many 

circumstances, it used different (cheaper and more harmful) 

solvents. As a lot of the solvent had been used to thin the 

sealer, it had affected the drying time, causing the white 

streaks. The real test came in applying the sealer without the 

thinners, which dried clear, as it should. 

I was able to advise my correspondent that the quickest and 

easiest way to resolve this was to use more of the thinners to 

clean the surface, which removed a lot of the sealer but left it 

sticky. This dried overnight, the remainder was removed 

mechanically, and the job completed. 

I often hear people say that they buy their thinners from 'the 

car shop' and it's much cheaper...now you know the reason! 

At a recent demo I was talking about our new(ish) Air Purge 

Spray and was asked if it's necessary to spray it into a can of oil 

every time it is used. This will depend on when you next plan 

to use the oil - if you're going to use it again within a day or two, 

it shouldn't be necessary. But if the can is going to be sitting 

around for longer than that, it won't hurt to give a quick spray. 

As long as you remember to only give a short, 2-3 second spray 

and wait 30 seconds afterwards to allow the propellant to vent 

away, all will be well. 

Melamine Lacquer is a high build finish which makes it a very 

thick liquid. This isn't usually a problem, but we were asked this 

week about brushing it, and what ratio of Cellulose Thinners to 

lacquer to use for the best results. That's a really difficult 

question to answer as there are so many variables at play here. 

Thinning the lacquer will make it easier to brush on large areas 

and being thinner any brush marks will flow out better. I'd 

probably start at around 20% thinner to 80% lacquer, but type 

of brush, size of area to cover and the temperature in the room 

could well mean that an adjustment is necessary. 

A brush application will apply a slightly thicker coat, which will 

compensate for the lacquer being thinned. 

Whilst we're on the subject of thinning lacquers, and I'm going 

to add sealers to that as well, you should know by now that I 

don't normally recommend this. It's not usually needed, and in 

the case of sealers, habitually over-thinning it will prevent it 

from doing its job properly. The need to thin it 50/50 is a myth. 

However, we were asked a question recently, the answer to 

which provides an exception to this rule. Our emailer was 

turning some spalted beech, which was very soft, could they 

use Cellulose Sanding Sealer to harden it? The answer is yes, 

(Melamine Lacquer could also be used), but to get the best 

result thin the sealer or lacquer by 50%. This will help it soak 

into the wood, making the fibres below firmer and easier to 

turn. 

Another query was whether Cut'n'Polish should be used on 

bare wood, or over a sealer. The answer is yes - it can be used 

on either. In both cases we'd suggest sanding to around 240 grit 

first. Using the Cut'n'Polish on the bare wood will smooth the 

surface further but with virtually no sanding dust being 

created, which is great for your lungs. If a sealer is applied first, 

you then get the benefit of the sealer (making the topcoat more 

resilient). The Cut'n'Polish will smooth down the sealer, 

removing the need for using abrasive on it, giving a fantastic 

base for your next coat. And remember, for the best 

compatibility, either WoodWax 22 or Microcrystalline Wax 

should be used on top of Cut'n'Polish. 
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Another came from someone using Finishing Oil. They'd 

applied a couple of coats and the surface was looking good, but 

was there, they asked, a way of getting a brighter gloss? 

There are, in fact, several different ways to increase the gloss. 

The first option is to keep applying more Finishing Oil, cutting 

back lightly between coats. After about six coats it will start to 

build to a gloss. Another option is to apply wax on top of the oil 

and buff the wax. The other options are to bring the existing 

coats of oil up to a brighter finish using either Burnishing Cream 

or the Buffing Wheel Kit. With these, it is important to allow 

the oil to dry hard first. 

Well, that’s all for now folks. Happy Turning. 

Dave Simpson  
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